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h o cal Consider- tions

in Setti g Aims for Foreign Langge Teachim

In any consideration of structural differences in

th aims of language teaching within the various layers

of the educationa/ system, it is useful bo consider the ...........
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results of theory and research in the psychological as-

pects of foreign language teaching, because these re-

sults may give guidance in the making of educational de- 4 *

cisions concerning to whom, when aad how foreign langua-
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ges may best be taught in order to take advantage of va- F.:=

riations in the capacities, aptitudes, and interests

of students.
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The age of the learner is certainly one of the first

matters to consider because there are major decisions to

be made as to where in the educational system the tea-
=

ching of foreign languages may best begin. These decisions =
p-

depend partly upon educational and social factors that inay er-lm

differ from country to country.In some countries, such as
ry. =

Sweden or the Netherlands, the early learning of a foreign
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language may be in sous ways sore important than it may

be in other countries in which the native language is

well-established as a language of world-wide importance.

I shall not deal with such factors, but will limit my

attention to psychological characteristics and poten-

tialities of the individual language learner.

It has often been observed that young children pla-

ced in surroundings where another language is spoken

are particularly facile in acquiring the languags. It

is therefore often proposed that foreign language learn-

ing should begin very early in order to take advantage

of the special learning capacities that young chil-

dren epparently possess. Is it indeed true that young

children have these special learning capacities and if

so, to what extent should educational decisions reco-

gnise tits?

It has beim further proposed, for example by Lenne-

berg in a recent book--The Biological Foundations of

Language (New York and London, wiley, 1967)--that there

is a critical age for language learning, starting a-

round 2 years of age and ending around 12 yearifor the

normal child. Lonneberg has massed much evidence for the

existence of such a critical age. Beyond the age of 12

it becomes relatively difficult for the child to acqui-

re a foreign language in the way he acquires his first

language. However, it must be ryaembered that this

"critical age" appliels mainly to first language learning
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or to the learning of a second language as a "tlative

tongue" in bilingual or multilingual. children.Even

Lenneberg grants.that adults up to a fairly advanced

age can learn foreign languages to a high degree of

mastery.

If it were possible to educate all children in bi-

lingual or multilingual schools that started at, say,

age 3 to 5, many of our foreign language teaching pro-

blame would be saved. Children in international schools,

as in Paris, usually acquire perfect accents in two len-
!

guages, being taught some of their subjects in one lav-

gdage and their other subjects in another language. One

special characteristic of such schools makes them diffi-

.cult to reproduce everywhere: such schools mix children

who are nattve spetkers of the two languages. For exam

ple, in one Of the bilingual Schools I have seen in Pa7.

ris, about helf the children are native speakers of

French and half are native speakers of English. The so-

cial and motivational conditions created in such schools

Aire indeed unique. It is natural for the children to want

to communicate with children who speak another language.

He children act.as if there were no differences among

!them in language.

nen it is not possible to reproduce the conditLons

of a bilingual school it has been found wise to go slow

in introduding foreign languages at very early stages, be-

canse,for the young child, the foreign language may seem
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strange and of little functional value. If foreign lan-

guage training is introduced at this stage at all, only

.the spoken language would be taught, since the children

are only just beginning to learn reading and writing in

their own language. Most educational systems do not start

introducing a foreign language until about the third or

fourth school year, starting with emphasis on the spoken

language and passing on the . . written language only

after certain fundamental skills in the spoken language

have been acquired. With a good teacher, good results are

ofteh attained. Almost universally it is found that the

children acquire a much better pronunciation than they can

if taught 0 a later stage. In this sense the concept of

a critical age for language learning does apply. The ra-

pidity with which children .master a foreign language un-

der these conditions, however, is a function of many fac-

tors, some of which I will discuss later. It depends upon

individual factors of motivation and aptitude, and upon

the quality of the teaching they receive. The concept of

a critical age in language learning.applies with less

force when the conditions for language learning are not

similar to those that exist when the child is learning

the foreign language as a medium of communication with

his parents or his peers. We must therefore consider the

factors that produce rapid progresswhen these conditions

do not obtain.

Before considering these variables, let me devote
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some attention to the role of time in language learn-

hing It requires a considerable amount of time to acqui-

re a language to a satisfactory level of proficiency.

Even though it is often said that the rapidity with

A.anguage is acquired in the young child learning his

native language is remarkable, I must remind you that

this still takes a large amount of time. By the age of

5, when the normal child has aastered the essential

structure and vocabulary of his native language, he has

,had the good fortune of being able to spend nearly all

of his waking hours in this process--a matter of some

thousands of hours. At later ages, the student finds

himself occupied with many other matters. It is small

iwonder that foreign language learning cannot be so ra-

ipid in adolescence'or adulthood. Since language lear-

ning requires so much time, an early start means, first

of all, that the child has more opportunity to learn.

For eiample, in a recent survey of university stu-

Hdents specializing in foreign language study in the Uni-

ted States, I found that when other factors were held

constant, those who had started.their foreign language
e

.study sometime in thelementary school were clearly more

proficient, on the average, than those starting in the

secondary school, and these, in turn, were more profici-

ent, on the average, than those who had started in the

college or university. Clearly, those who started in the

elementary school had had more time and opportunity.
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iftvertheless, the time spent must be time !ell spent,

--that is to say, time spent in motivated, active learning.

The source of the moti7ation apparently makes little diffe-

rence in the quality of the learning. Students can learn

with equal effectiveness even though they are differently

motivated. However, differences in motivation may cause

the student to spend more time on some aspects than on

others. The student who wishes mainly to learn to read the

foreign language may spend more time in reading than he

does in practicing speaking. Likewise, the student inter-

ested in oral use of the language may devote more effort

to that aspect.

We find it useful to distinguish between intrinsic

and extrinsic motivation. The former has to do with

that motivation, which derives from the student's inte-

rest in vhat he is actually learning or being taught,

and from his feeling of success in having achieved at

a certain level of mastery. The latter,--extrinsic mo-

tivation--derives from the student's recognition that

he may be rewarded, if he is successful in learning,

in some way that has nothing to do with the content of

what he is being taught. The most common extrinsic re-

ward comes in the form of school grades or marks, pro-

motions, and other signs of the teacher's approval.

Although the situation may vary from student to

student, from school to school, or even from country

to country, I hive impression that students of foreign
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languages are more likely to be motivated by external

rewards.such as school marks than they are by interest

in the subject taught. This is particularly true when

a foreign language is a compulsory subject. It can be

one of the most discouraging things to a foreign lan-

guage teacher to find out that, a student is not inte-

rested in learning the foreign language as such, but

is motivated only by the thought of satisfactory gra-

des, promotions, and the like. Such a student is not

1 likely to devote as much time and effort to learning

I as a student who is intrinsically Anterested. Prom a

developmental point of view, intrinsic interest is

fairly easy to arouse in young children, less easy to

arouse in children around the age of puberty and early

adolescence, and then somewhat easier to arouse in stu-

dents in their late adolescence, at least the more able

of these. Whatever the case may be, students are gene- .

rally better language learners if they have intrinsic

interest in this learning, because they are more willing

to devote the considerable amount of time that attai-

ning mastery requires.

There are subtle psychological factors in motivation

for foreign language learning. Some 'kinds of motivation

are quite consciousthe motivations which are explicitly

stated by students as their reasons for devoting effort.

But there are other factors which appear to be less coil-

sciousoften associated with the personality configurar.

tion of the learner or with social attitudes. One
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dimension in which these motivations vary is the.extent

to which the student is unconsciously willing to identi-

fy himself with speakers of a foreign language--to a-

dopt, at least temporarily, their culture and point of

view. An extreme form of this motivation shows itself

in the student who unconsciously wishes to reject his

own language and culture; at the opposite extreme is

the student who rejects anything foreign, including fo-

reign languages. We have very little evidence as yet

concerning how these attitudes arise, but from what we

know about personality development generally, they are

likely to arise in the experiences of young childhood,

--in the home or in the first years of schooling. In a

country such as the United States, where the learning

of a foreign languarse is not as urgently necessary as

it is in many other countries, this is one of the major

reasons for the policy of introducing foreign languages

in the elementary school. It is believed that this po-

licy will tend to make children more tolerant of fo-

reign cultures at later ages, and indirectly make them

better foreigllanguage learners.

Let me row turn to the question of individual dif-

ferences in foreign language learning that are associa-

ted not with differences in motivation, but rather with

deei-seated, constitutional characteristics of the learw-

er.

'No doubt there are individual differences in most



kinds of learning situations. For years, psychologists

have shown that some cluster of abilities called "intel-

ligence" have important relations with overall success

in school. From the thousands of studies that have been

published on this topic, it appears that school success

is to acconsiderable extent dependent on the student's

mastery of his native language, on his ability to rea-

son, and his ability to think in quantitative terms.

But wlth respect to foreign languages, one can ask

the question, are individual differences in foreign

language learning dependent upon the same abilities as

other school subjects? In general, the research that I

have done suggests that the answer to this question is

in the negative. Foreign language learning is something

special: success in learning depends upon a somewhat

different set of abilities from those that other school

subjects do. Therefore we will'have to treat them sepa-

rately. The case of foreign languages is somewhat sie-

lar to the case of music. Everybody knows that musical

ability is something rather special: musical talent does

not automatically accompany high intelligence, and it

can indeed be found in some people who have only meager

aptitudes for success in school in general. In the same

way, talent for foreign languages does not automatical-

ly accompany high intelligence,-and it may appear in

some individuals who are not otherwise very successful

in school. I am not suggesting, of course, that musical
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talent and foreign language talent are the same; it

fact, I think that in general they are very different,

contrary to some fairly widely held opinions. Parsons

who combine musical and foreign language talents do

exist, but from a statistical point of view this is a

coincidence.

The proposition that here are individual differenr.

ces in foreign language learning in not exactly self-
.

-evident, but it is abundantly supported by the common

experience of teachers. Let us limit ourselves to the

case of the person who is learning a foreign language

at some time belowi the time hs learns his native lam.

guage. The matter of individual differences in the learn-

Jug of the native language has interesting but diffe-

rent problems which will not concern us here. But if we

take groups of children, say in the third grade, or in

the seventh grade, or at the high school level, and

particularly if we take groups of university students

or adults, we find wide individual differences in the

success they have in learning a foreign language--even

if they are equally motivated and are given the best

kind of instruction we know how to give.

Conceptually, I find it desirable to think of these

individual differences as differences in the WA at

which the person can acquire the foreign language. /t

is not an accident that we ofteu speak of some persons

as fast learners and others as gox learners. For if

we can allow each person to learn at his awn rate,
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we will find that the rates of learning do wary widely.

In fact, the evidence suggests that rates of learning

are distributed like many other human traits, that is;

according to the se-called "normal", bell-shaped fre-

quency distribution. The majority of people learn at

more or less average rates, while there are some who

learn either much faster or much slower than the ave-

rage. Up at the top of the distribution are a few peo-

ple who may be called "genuisos" at learning foreign

languages; these are the people we meet once in a

while who seem to be able to acquire a foreing langua-

ge almost overnight. At the bottom of the distribution

are a few people wito are virtual "idiots" as far as

learning foreign languages is concerned. They may be

brilliant in something else, like satbematics or poetry

writing, but one may expect them never to get far in

foreign language learning.

Several further observations may be made at this

point. First, an individual's rate of foreign language

learning is more or less constant; if he is a slow at

the beginning of foreign language study and also he is

slow later on. It is rare that one observes a slow learn-

er actually pick up speed, and if one does, it may be

because of some extraneous factor, such as a suddenly

increased amount of motivation.and effort; in this case,

the person was probably not a slow learner after all.

Second, rates of learning, for a given individual, are
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approximately the same regardless of what language he is

atudying--aside frolp the inherent differences in the dif-

ficulty of languages that apply to all learners. That is,

a native-English speaker who is slow in learning Prench

will be expected to be slow, relative to other learners,

in learning any other language, whether it is Spanish
0

(which is relatively easy,,at leabOin the early stages,

for English speakers to learn) or Russian (which is usu-

ally somewhat harder for English-speakers to learn than

some other languages). Third, rates of learning probably

do not change much over the course of one's life. The

evidence for this is slim, actually, but common obser-

vation suggests that it may be true. Fourth, we do not

know how to change an individual's characteristic rate

of foreign language learning. Little research has bean

done on this question, unfortunately, but I will have

some suggestions about it later on.

These individual differences in rate of foreign

language learning may be spoken of as differences in

foreign language aptitude, but in talking about foreign

language aptitude I hope you will not infer that it

corresponds to some bump on the head or some way in

which the brain is constructed that causes good or poor

learning. Exactly what foreign language aptitude is,

in physiological terms, is a mystery. I don't know

whether any aspect of it is inherited, or what aspects

of it are learned. There is a little evidence to suggest
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that certain aspects of it are indeed influenced by he-

redity, but this is very problematical. I would not

want to leave the impression that foreign language ap-

titude is, on the whole, inherited. It may have some be&

eis in very early learning on the part of the young

child. In any case, we find ourselves forced to take the

fact of individual differences in foreign language lear-

ning as a "given".

One thing we can do about individual differences in

foreign language learning is to try to measure and pre-

dict these differences before the person actually under-

takes foreign language study. I have spent a good deal

of time doing research to make this possible, and I have

been able to develop a practical measuring instrument for

English speakers called the Modern Language Aptitude 21211.I..

This instrumento which is now available also in German

and Italian, is designed for testing persons from the'

ninth school year up through adulthood, but it can also

be used with the brighter students of the seventh and

eighth school year. Another version of the test, now a-
/

vailable in English and German, is designed forelementa-

Ty school children in the third to the sixth school years.
+ )

4.)
English version available from The Psychological Corpora,-

,tiont 304 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

German version available fFom Julius Beltz Verlag, Wein-

heim, Fed. Rep. of Germany. Italian version available

from Organizzationi Speciali, Via R. Franchi 5, Florence,

Italy.
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'Thisenior form of the teit has been validated on thou-

sands of cases, and is being widely used.

The nature of these tests gives leads as to the na-

ture of foreign language aptitude, at least of its psy-

chological components. Poisign language aptitude is com-

plex--itdepends upon a number of rather separate and

specialized traits of the language learner. I have iden-

tified four main abilities of this sort.

The first of these is something that probably has no

parallel or counterpart in intelligence testing, and I

always find it difficult to explain, perhaps because I

am still not quitcOsure what it is, even though I can

measure it in a number of different ways. It is something

I have been calling phonetic goi.43 ability, but before

you draw too much out of that phrase let me try to ex-

plain. Basically, it seems to be the person's ability

to apprehend a particular speech sound or combination

of sounds and, at some later time, identify it, or re-

cognize it, or recall it as different kiom some other

sound or combination of sounds. Phonetic coding ability

is phonetic because so far as I know it applies only

to stimuli that can be considered as speech sounds. It

does not, for example, apply to the apprehension and

recall of groups of spoken digits, as in the usual me-

mory span test, and certainli'it does not seem to apply

in the case of materials that can be presented and re-

membered in purely visual terms, like alphabetic letters.

'74
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Phonetic coding ability has to do with calla because

I imagine that the person who is good at this ability is

somehow able to "tag" or "code" the speech stimulus in

the process of storing it in his memory. One can see

how iwportant such an ability is in learning a foreign

lihguage. In the early stages, one has to learn to re-

cognize and also pronounce a series of 'foreign sounds,

1

L and this can be done best by a person who is inherent-
r

ly good at recognizing and remembering particular speech

sounds. At later stages, one has to recognize and re-

member whole groups of sounds; for the person who is

good at phonetic coding, perhaps these sounds are appre-

hended as single impressions, i.e. as Gesbalten. This

ability can be measured in a number of ways. Perhaps

one of the best ways is to use a test that has to be

administered individually: we pronounce a nonsense

syllabe or two, or perhaps a short phrase in a foreign

language, and then give the subject a little mental

arithmetic to do for about ten seconds before he is as-

ked to repeat the sounds that he has heard. The delay

is inserted in this test to make it necessary for the

subject to store in memory the sounds he has heard; he

is not allowed to repeat them on a purely imitative b&-

sis. This test seems to work well in the few instances

when I have tried it, but it is of no use if the requi-

rement_is for group testing. We have to contrive various

dodges and subterfuges to make this ability show itself

111111111111111111iorgram
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in a group test. One such dodge is to make the individu-

al learn a new set of printed symbols for the sounds

of his own language;I have tried having the subject

learn a completely new alphabet, like the Devanagari

alphabet used in Sanskrit and Hindi, but the best ex-

pedient seems to be to make him learn a new phonetic

transcription using mainly the Roman alphabet. This

sort of test is administered as a group test as a tape

recording. Another dodge is to see whether the indivi-

dual has acquired ready responses to phonetic-ortho-

graphic stimuli in his native language: in my Spelling

Clues 'beet, the individual has to recognize very ra-

pidly the words represented by somewhat abbreviated,

partially,phonetic spellings of English words. There

are still other ways of measuring phonetic memory, w-

nough to suggest that it.is an ability of wide yet

subtle importance in dealing with language stimuli.

A second ability of major importance in learning

foreign languages is what I have called grammatical

sensitivitr. Fundamentally, it is the ability to re-

oognize--that is, be aware of--the grammatical func-

tions of words aad other grammatical elements in.sen-

tences, even in one's native language. Now to be sure,

every native speaker of a language has somehow acqui-

red, subconsciously, some kind of competence with the

grammar of that language, in the sense that he automa-

tically uses the syntax of his language in such a way
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as to create understandable sentences. But not everybo-

dy, it seems, can bring this automatic competence to the

level of awareness. Even linguists'have trouble writing

the grammar of their own language, let alone other law-

Magee'. Even though everybody has been exposed to trai-

ning in formal grammar at one or more stages of his

school career, not everybody can perform certain lin-

tiiatio tasks that depend upon his perceiving gramma-

tical functions and relationships. Even training in for-

mal grammar does not seem to "cut through" this inabi-

lity. In ono good test of grammatical sensitivity, used

in my MAT, the student has to find.words or phrases

that have similar grammatical functions in two diffe-

rent sentences. For example, if I give you two sentenr.

ces: John gave Vary an apple, and on's brother nter-

viewed Ht. Smith last Friduothe tank is to find what

word or words in the second sentence have a function

thatparallels that Of Apple in the first sentence. To

do this, the subjelt does not have to know any termino-

log7 of formal grammar. He does, however, have to be

able to make a conscious analysis of the grammar of the

two sentences. Again, it is easy to see how such an abi-,

lity would be relevant in foreign language learning, no

matter what role grammar plays in the instruction, be-

cause the student does have.to work out some sort of

grammatical analysis of the foreign language he is lear-

ning.

77
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A third major component of foreign language aptitu-

de is another kind of memory ability--rote learning abi-

lity for the meanings of foreign language words and ex-

pressions. It is often noticed, in studies of paired-

associate learning in experimental psychology, that stu-

dents differ widely in their ability to acquire the mea-

nings of a list of nonsense syllabos in a short time;

experimental psychologists find that back of this abili-

ty seems to like kind of facility for making use of the

associations that one has for the things that are to be

connected. Apparently this sort of ability comes into

play in learning a foreign language. That is, one of

the problems the learner has is that of "connecting up"

the foreign words and phrases with meanings and con-

cepts he has already acquired. This is true regardless

of how a foreign language vocabulary is taught. Some

foreign language teachers believe that vocabulary should

be taught only "in context", and they advise students

to avoid the use of vocabulary lists, flashcards, and

the like. Perhaps this advice is wise-.4 am not per-

suaded that it is always wise, but even when vocabulary

is learned in context, that is, in the course of lear-

ning dialogues or reading prose passages, there is

still a problem of connecting the arbitrary foreign

language sound patterns with meanings of some sort. We -

can rather easily test this ability by giving the stu-

dent a short vocabulary list of foreign words and their

afar*
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meanings, then testing him on his retentiOn after a ve-

ry short time.

A fourth major component of foreign language abili

ty is inductive language learning ability. It can be

best measured by giving the subject a series of senten-

ces in a foreign language (which could be an artificial

one) constructed and sequenc-d in such a way that it is

possible to wbrk out their grammar. My colleague in the

development of MLAT, Stanley Sapon, worked out such a

test, given with film strip, tape recorder, and test

booklet. In fact he attempted to model the test after

the most highly-approved audio-lingual teaching proce-

dures. Some subjects "picked up" the grammar of his ar-

tificial language."Tem-Tem" very readily, by noticing

the changes in words that accompanied changes in gram-

matical meanings, all well illustrated in changes in

blifo pictures that accompanied the sentences spoken on
H

the tape. Others did not seem io understand how to work

'1 out the grammar of Tem-Tem; in fact, perhaps they did

not understand how a language is put together. Al-

though the scores on this test were highly predictive

of success in learning a real language, such as Chine-

se, we could not include the test in the commercial

battery because it took too much time and equipment

to give it. At any rate, it did provide us with in-

sight'as to one of the components of foreign language

aptitude.
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Another thing one can do about foreign language ap-

titude is to try to adapt instruction to differences in

pupils. There are various ways of doing this. The most

obvious one is to select only individuals with rather

high language aptitude and teach only them; or one could

move the cutting point down on the scale and use the

test mainly to screen out the students who have a high

likelihood of failure. This is the way the test is so-

metiaes used, either by schools, or by organizations

in which failure in foreign language training is cost-

ly both to the individual and to the organization.

Use of the test as a selection device depends, then,

on the practical situation and also to some extent on

one's educational objectives and philosophy. Some would

say that since the test is not perfectly accurate in

identifying those who will fail, everybody should be

given a chance to try learning a foreign language. Des-

pite the high validity of the test in predicting rate

of learning in a variety of situations, probably the

best indicator of success in learning is a practical

try-out of learning--provided the student is well mo-

tivated and he really is given sufficiently good in-

struction over a'long period to allow his strengths-

and weaknesses to shaw themselves. In countries

where no suitable aptitude test is available, a prac-

tical tryout of learning is, of course, the only pas-

sible mode of determining an individual's fitness for

language study.
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If the test is not used as a selection device, it

iclui often be used as a guidance instrument, that is,

as a measure that will show the individual with re:ev-

sonable accuracy what his chances are of making good

in fOreign language study. Then the decision as tor whe-

Ler to:study a foreign language may be left up to the

ndividual. If the test shows that he has poor chances

f being successfUl, but he still wants to try, he

h2ould be all means be given.the opportunity to try.

The chief way in which a foreign language aptitude

test mild be uSed in normal situations, it seems to me,
i

'
is as a predictor of the ratti at which the individual

Could successfully master a foreign language. It would

therefore:be used as a means of setting up sections

that would go at different rates, or it could be Used as

a means.of individualizing instruction so that even with-

lalik given class, some students would be allowed to pro-
li ..

Ilpeas muCh more slowly than the average. Highly apt stu-

dents can be given advanced tapes and workbook material

to atUdYyby themselves, with occasional help from the

teacher, and under certain circumstances they might be

able to skip over a semester or a quarter and be placed'

in a more advanced section than normal. Slow students

could be given extra help, or programmed instruction law-

terials thitt would allow them to work very slowly; they

might bealloved to take a year to cover the ground nor-

mally covered in a semester. The remaining students would

cOnstitute the majority of students and they would all
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progress at approximately the same rate. Such a system,,

or something like it, mould prevent what so often occurs

--namely, the situation, where the progress of a class is

determined by the learning rates of its slowest members.

Likewise, it would allow the language learning "genuises"

to capitalize on their gift. Some of these could easily

complete a three-year course in two years or even less.

I have had reports from teachers that sectioning students:

by ability in foreign language, whether measured by an ap-t

titude test or on the basis of past performamce 9 makes lan-

guage teaching much more successful for the students and

pleasant for the teacher.

A third way in which a foreign language aptitude test

can be used has already been touched on-as a diagnostic

instrument. I cannot claii that it has been deliberately

designed for this purpose, and in fact, the diagnostic use

of the test is somewhat limited by the fact that the sub-

tests are somewhat short and limited in reliability. Ne-

vertheless, I suggest that attempts be made to use .it in

this way. I have indicated some of the aspects of foreign .

language aptitude that we have tried to measure with the

MLAT; often the pattern of scores that an individual ma-

kes on this test will indicate where specific weakness lie.

For exampleta person who makes relatively low scores on

those parts of the.test measuring phonetic memory may

need special help in learning"to remember foreign sounds

and their combination; a person who makes a relatively low
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score on.the ylords in Sentences test may need special

nelp in learning foreign language grammar; and a person

Who does relatively poorly on the last test, the one of

eote memory for vocabulary, may need special help in fin-

ling devices to help him remember foreign language voca-

)ulary. It is even possible that special.help given to

um individual in the light of weakness shown on an apti-

Aide test will, in the long run, improve his foreign

tanguage aptitude and thus accelerate his rate of pro-

*MM. This is an area where research is much needed.

The fact of indtvidual differences iqtoreign language

tptitude may have a bearing on the theme of this confe-

*ace. In the first place, the aim of foreign language

teaching for a highly gifted student should probably be

Jet much higher than for a student with much less apti-

ode. Highli, gifted students should be encouraged to spe-

Jialize in languages, to become teachers, interpreters,

ilimslators, and the like. In the study which I referred

o previously I found that specialists in foreign lan-

tiage study at the college and university level were dis-

knatly superior, on the average, to the general popula-

iion of university students. For students of average apti-

*e, it is clearly possible to teach a foreign language

o a satisfactory level of achievement, the time required

4arying somewhat with the individual's aptitude. For the

Jtudents of low aptitude, the aim can be set only at a mi-

mal level, and when educational and social factors are
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such as to make mastery of the foreign language manda-

tory, it may be advisable to plan longer courses of stu-

dy for such students.

There is also the possibility that different aims

for language learning may be set in accordance with the

pattern of the individual's aptitudes. Little research

'has been done on this possibility, however, and I can

only speculate, starting from the little evidence we

have. There is the posuibility that speaking and listen-

ing , on the one hand, and reading and writing on the

other, require somewhat different patterns of talents.

Speaking requires a higher degree of what I have called

ohonetisadiag ability, while reading and writig5 re-

quire higher levels of srammat&eg sensitivity,. In my

studies I have found that.the degree to which the indi-'

vidual's phonetic coding ability is superior to his

grammatical sensitivity is correlated to some degree

with the extent to which the individual learner parekum

speaking and listening to reading and writing and is

more proficient in the former skills.

I bave also given some thought to the problem of imm

proving foreign language aptitude in the individual. In,

general, my conclusion is discouraging: foreign languag0

aptitude is relatively resistant to attempts to improve

it. But the experiments done so far on this question

were of limited scope; the remedial training that was

attempted was perhaps of too short duration, or of an
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inappropriate kind, to produce any real change. I till

believe that it would be worthwhile to try to institute

training in grammatical sensitivity, and possibly also

phonetic coding ability, hoping that this training would

transfer to better language learning ability.

Learning of a foreign language is a process that me-

rits careful study by the psychologist. Having a close

bearing on the setting of aims are studies of the time

required to achieve various levels of mastery. One of the

'first problems in such studies is to define these levels

of achievement. In the United States we have developed

reasonably valid and reliable tests of the individual's

level of achievement in the more commonly taught langua-

ges, and it is now possible to start working out the p&.

rameters of foreign language learning,, The resUlts could

be expressed in extensive statistical tables, or possibly

even in mathematical formulae, to answer questions of the

teneral form: Given a person of a given age, of a given

degree of motivation, and of a given degree of relative

language aptitude, how much time would be required to

bring that person to a given level of achievement? In this

paper it is not feasible to give details, but I can illu-

strata the sort of approach I have in mind by referring

to a recent study I did of language training in the Ame-

rican Peace Corps. Included in this study were about

120 young people, average age about 21, who started lear-

ning Spanish without any prior background in that langUage.
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By following these people from the start of their

12-iweek intensive course in Spanish up to the point

where in the field, in South AmerIca, they reported that

they felt they had no difficulties in using Spanish in

their work, I was able to estimate that the person of

average language Aptitude needed about 6 months of inten

sive training, rather than 3, to achieve this sUbjecti

vely--determined point of effectiveness. Spanish, of

course, is a relatively easy language for English spew-

kers; the figures would undoubtedly be someWhat greater

if the language were, say, Tagalog. The language treir

ning section of the Foreign Service Institute of the

US Department of State has worked out tables for the

number of months that persons of high, average, or low

language aptitude need to study different groups of lanp

guages to achieve sufficient proficiency. It would be

useful to have similar information for children of youw.

ger ages, in order that betterusinformed decisions could

be made about the length of time, and the timetables,

that ought to be instituted in schools. In the U.S. the

tendency has been to underestimate, the amount of school

time young people need to study foreign language in or

der to arrive at a point of usefUl return. This is pro

bably one reason why American foreign language learners .

have--at least in former days--tended to Suffer by com

parison with European language learners.

At the present time, aims.have been set for the
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achievement of all four language skills: listening,

speaking, reading, and writing-at more Or less compar

rable levels. American students, however, find it dif-

ficult to achieve listening and speaking skills at as

high a level as reading and writing.skills. In my sur-

vey of university students, their average scores on

Listening and Speaking put them only at a 2 or at level,

while their scores on.Reading and Writing put them at

the 1 level of.the State Department Scale (which runs

from 1, "Elementary Proficiency", to 5, "Natiie or Bi-

lingual Proficiency"). These measurements were taken

after the students had been studying a foreign language

for many years in some cases. It is harder, obviously,

to achieve a given level of proficiency in Listening

and Speaking than in Reading and Writing.

There is currently much controversy in the U.S. as

to the desiribility.of setting the aim of achieving

"perfect", i.e., near native, pronunciation in the fo-

reign language. This has been the aim, even though ra-

rely achieved. Now there are voices calling for a rela-

xation of this strict requirement. Mastery of grammar,

vocabulary, and enough perfection of pronunciation to

enable the student to be easily understood by a native

speaker is though by some to be a more realistic goal.

It would be most interesting to hear the opinions of

.Buropein colleagues on this matter. I will be frank in

Stating that in the. U.S. the French have the reputation

of being more intolerant of foreigners'imperfect
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pronunciation than speakers of other languages. In this

matter, incidentally, it is useFul to distinguish two

levels of pronunciation accuracyphonetic and phonemic.

At the phonetic level, pronunciation accuracy would vtr-

tually match that of the native speaker, with faithful

reproduction of all allophones and the like. At the pho-

nemic level, pronuncation accuracy would be defined as a

pronunciation that observes all the critical phonemic

distinctions without necessarily reproducing phonemic

variants. What level of pronunciation accuracy should we

demand of our students of foreign languages? It seems

to me that it would be highly appropriate to have this

judgment made by native speakers of the languages invol-

ved.

Finally I come to that part of my outline which con-

cerns problems of teaching method in relation to teaching

aims. It seems obvious that there should be the greatest

possible fit between the aims of the teacher and the aims

of the student. On the one hand, it is the teaoher's duty

to fulfil the needs and aims of the student, and on the

other, the teacher has some right and duty to educate or

guide the student in what his aims should be. The teacher,

presumably knows more about the linguistic aims of lan-

guage teaching than the student can be expected to know.

Nevertheless, I have seen where there were gross discrep-

ancies between the aims implicit in the content of the

teaching and the students'aims. Most often these
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discrepancies exist where students have mainly practi-

, cal goals of wanting to learn to use the language as

a medium of communication, where the teacher neglects

these goals in favor of an emphasis on, say, literary

appreciatiOn and stylistic perfection in writing. The

revolution in language teaching in the U.S. has taused

teachers to realize that many students have mainly

practical aims and to reorient their teaching methods

in this direction, still preserving, however, an appre-

ciation of literary and cultural Ilralues.

It is a truism that the types of tests and examine-

tions set by the teacher are a prime means of communa-

eating his aims to the students. A teacher may avow

-that he seeks to have his students reach high levels of

, foreign language speaking proficiency, but if he never

tests them adequately in this, you may be sure that the

students will put little effort into learning to speak.

f You may be amused to hear about the dilemma that A

friend of mine faced when he was teaching a course in

spoken Arabic at Harvard University. Harvard has a rule

that requires that all course examinations be three

hours in length, and that they be written examinations.

Since writing was not taught in the course, how was he

to examine the students? He finally decided that since

there were just twelve students in the course, he could

fit in twelve fifteen-minute oral interviews, one for

each student, to test speaking proficiency. In the rest

of the time he asked the students to write an essay on
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better methods of foreign langdage instruction!

One final word about teaching methods and teaching

aims. In his teaching method, what kind of notion does

the teacher impart, explicitly or implicitly, as to the

nature of languaglearning? In a speech at the 1964 Ber.;.

lin foreign-language conference which perhaps some of

you heard, I proposed that there appear to be two major

theories of foreign language learning. To quote:

One may be called the audio-lingual mut theory,

the other, the cognitive code-learning theory. The

audio-lingual habit theory, which is more or less the

"official" theory of the reform movement in foreign

languag4eaching in the United States of America has

the following ideas: (1) that since speech is prima-

ry and writing is secondary, the habits to be learned

must be learned first of all as auditory discriminar

tion-responses and speech responses; (2) that habits

must be automatized as much is possible so that they

can be called fo;th without conscious attention;

(3) that the automatization of habits occurs chiefly

by practice, that is by repetition. The audio-lingual

habit theory has given rise to a great many practices

in language teaching: the language laboratory, the

structural drill, the mimicry-memorization technique,

and so forth. The cognitive code-learning theory, on

the other hand, may be though*f as a modified,

up-to-date grammar-translation theory. According to

this theory, learning a language is a process of acqui

ring conscious control of the phonological, grammati-

cal, and lexical patterns of a second language, lar-

gely through study and analysis of these patterns as

a body of knowledge. The theory attaches more impor-

tance to the learner's understanding.of the structure
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of the foreign language than to his facility Lau-
sing that structure, since it is believed that,
provided the student has a proper degree of cogni-
tive control over the structures of the language,
facility will develop automatically with the use
of the language in meaningful situations.

At the present time I am not sure that there should

be any real opposition between ihese theories, for fo-

reign language learning is both the learning of habit

and the learning of unconscious rules. It would take me

too far afield to discuss this matter here, but in the

present connection I would only point out that language

teaching may feature either one or the other of these

ideas. The audio-lingual method as utilized in 'the U.S.

features the development of "habits", while older text-

1)ooks feature the learning of rules. In my opinion a

/synthesis of these methods must be worked out. We must

present to the student the correct aims for language

learning: the development of basic, underlying compe- .

tente in the system of the language and the facility in

manifesting that competence in performance in meaning-

ful communication situations.
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